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IN WINE, WE FIND LIFE

In wine we seek truth, craft and the passion of discovery.  
In life, we seek to build a community connected by a love for 
wine and wine culture. We are Maze Row Wine Merchant. 
We inspire a culture of fine wine discovery, a life that talks of 
people and their sense of place, of truth, craft and endeavor. 
An enriching journey, encompassing heritage, terroir, culture 
and philosophy. Through our curation of wines, stories and 
immersive experiences, we share the best of life with the 
adventurers, the bon vivants, the passionate connoisseurs. 

taly exudes charm. In parts utterly beau-
tiful, this relatively new nation-state is a 
tapestry of cultures, all of which carry 
their own flavor but are unified in their 
unmistakable “Italianness”. It speaks of 
a way of life, the pleasure in sourcing 
local produce, refining recipes passed 
on through generations, creating wines 

that are a pure expression of the terroir. It is 
about seeing great design as pivotal to the good 
life, cherishing art and architectural history, yet 
championing the avant-garde. It is a question 
of attitude, of sprezzatura, and of honoring 
the aperitivo culture as an integral part of the 
working day. Most of all, Italianness is about 
the enjoyment of life.

A visceral Italian experience therefore must 
involve delving deep into the food and wine cul-
ture. But where to start? Although the country 
offers access to some of the world’s finest wines, 
rich and diverse gastronomy, exquisite restau-
rants and hospitality, for the wine adventurer 
the sheer volume can be a touch overwhelming.

With this in mind, we are featuring a series of 
trails that take you across Italy in search of the 
wine and food that express each micro region’s 
unique historical and cultural landscape. We 
have gathered a list of some of the finest vine-
yards and restaurants, recommending areas 
to explore and accommodation to stay which 
combined will make an ideal base upon which 
you can build your own personal wine trail.

And we will begin our journey here in the 
Langhe and Roero area of Piedmont, in the 
north. But don’t miss out on our next stop 
though to the Val d’Orcia in Tuscany, and Sici-
ly’s Mount Etna and its surroundings…

I

PIEDMONT,  
THE LANGHE  
AND ROERO
The vineyards in this authentic, rugged part of 
Italy produce the celebrated Barolo and Bar-
baresco, while the region offers unique gastro-
nomic experiences to include the prized local 
white truffle. And, with its vast countryside, 
great walks, mountaineering, and serious skiing, 
it offers an easy escape from bustling Milan 
and Turin.

From bottom left: Scenes from Barolo, 
Guido da Costigliole wine cellars, the 
rustic agriturismo Casa Scaparone, and 
Piazza Duomo chef Enrico Crippa

ASTI

BRA
ACQUI TERME

SS706

E717

E717

SS702

A33

A33

A33

SR10

SS28

SR29

WINERIES TO VISIT

PLACES TO STAY

PLACES TO EAT

PLACES TO DISCOVER



RATTI 
Renato Ratti was the first winemaker in 
Piedmont to craft a single-vineyard Barolo, 
and as president of the Barolo Consorzio, 
he initiated drafting the DOCG bylaws. 
The La Morra winery is now run by his son 
Pietro who is carrying on his father’s legacy 
and creating acclaimed wines that are the 
hallmark of the Barolo zone.
 
CERETTO 
Run by Alessandro Ceretto, the third genera-
tion of the family, the Alba winery is certified 
organic since 2016, with the vineyards farmed 
biodynamically. The family are patrons of the 
arts and are passionate about food.
 
MICHELE CHIARLO 
The winery hosts art shows and the façade 
boasts a vertical lawn to reflect the Chialo fam-
ily’s love for nature. Close by is the Art Park La 
Court, the largest open-air museum in a vineyard 
displaying works by world artists and sculptors.

VIETTI 
Located in the heart of the Langhe hills, at the 
top of the village of Castiglione Falletto, the 
historic winery was founded in the late 1800s 
by Carlo Vietti. Today the estate boasts some of 
the most prized terroirs within the Barolo region.

GIACOMO CONTERNO 
The story can be traced back to 1908 when Gio-
vanni Conterno opened a small inn in the village 
of San Giuseppe just outside Monforte d’Alba 
in Piedmont. Today the estate makes highly 
regarded Barolo and Barbera wines through 
traditional methods.

GAJA
Set in the Langhe region of the Piedmont, and 
with a history spanning some 150 years, the 
estate now produces a number of prized Bar-
baresco and Barolo wines. The current owner 
Angelo Gaja helped pioneer the production of 
single-vineyard designated wines and planted 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay and Sauvi-
gnon Blanc in Piedmont.

THE INSIDER GUIDE

Pietro Ratti, the 
owner of the 
esteemed Piedmont 
winery, offers a tour 
of “his” Piedmont
 

WINERIES TO VISIT

The UNESCO World Heritage protected hills of the Langhe and 
neighboring Roero produce some of the world’s most revered  
and structured red wines, Barolo and Barbaresco, both of  
which are made exclusively using the local Nebbiolo grape

 

From bottom left: The wine cellars at Palás 
Cerequio Barolo Cru Resort, a cask at Ratti 
and the visitor center, and La Villa wine cellars

The Ratti cellar rooms where the winery’s collection, 
including the famous Barolo, are aged

WHEN TO VISIT
In the fall because of the top cuisine — white 
truffles! Then in the winter Piedmont is great 
for skiing with the Alps only an hour away, in 
the spring the days are long and there are new 
wines ready to taste from cellars, and in the 
summer it’s hot and fun with great beaches 
only an hour’s drive away.
 
WHERE TO EAT
Here is the Mecca for food, even burgers are 
made from our veal (fassona) and are so tasty! 
There are around 20 restaurants with Michelin 
stars here, so you can eat well every day in 
different places.
 
THE GREAT OUTDOORS
For skiing, Mondole is only an hour’s drive from 
Ratti, then over two hours brings you to the 
resorts of Champoluc, Monterosaski and to the 
top of western Alps. The local Piedmont Alps 
are also fantastic for summer hiking, while local 
hills are great for walking in the spring and fall.
 
WINDOW SHOPPING
In Alba you can find plenty of nice shops and 
boutiques since it’s isolated from other cities 
and has a wealthy community. It is almost like 
Capri — open all year.
 
FAVOURITE RATTI VINTAGE
It is always the last vintage, because of the 
vivid memory of the efforts, the feelings, the 
moments…
 
APERITIVO TIME
It’s season dependent: in the winter I’m into 
bubbles; in the summer I like a cocktail, spritz, 
gin and tonic, or a Negroni.
 
YOUR MORNING RITUAL
I read the newspaper on my iPad while having 
breakfast, then I try to walk on my treadmills 
to burn off last night’s big dinner!



VILLA PATTONO 
Located in Costigliole d’Asti, in the heart of 
the Barbera d’Asti between the Langhe, Mon-
ferrato and Roero, the beautiful luxury country 
villa has 13 rooms, a spa, swimming pool, and 
a restaurant serving Piedmont specialties and 
Ratti wines.
 
PALAS CEREQUIO
In La Morra, the luxury wine hotel and resort 
offers a mixture of modern and classic baroque 
rooms, exclusive tastings of Barolo from the 
best producers.
 
RELAIS SAN MAURIZIO
The former 17th-century monastery by Santo 
Stefano Belbo in the Langhe’s wine and truffle 
region, is now a luxury hotel with 30 rooms and 
a Michelin-star restaurant on-site.
 
CASA DI LANGA
Between Barolo, Barbaresco, Alta and Fàula, 
the luxury eco hotel’s restaurant specializes 
in contemporary takes on local classics, and 
offers wine tasting, cooking lessons and truffle 
hunting.
 
CASA SCAPARONE
The charming, rustic agriturismo and restaurant 
sits on the outskirts of Alba and is an ideal base 
from which to explore the Langhe.
 
LA VILLA HOTEL
In Mombaruzzo, the 16th-century palazzo is 
converted into a family-run, boutique hotel, set 
in a beautiful location overlooking the region’s 
vineyards.

PLACES TO STAY

Stay in a selection of luxurious accommodation in the heart  
of the Langhe and Roero, ideal for exploring the wineries  
and gastronomy of the region

 

From bottom left: Accommodation at La 
Villa Hotel, views of the Langhe from Casa di 
Langa wine resort and accommodation and 
the spa at Relais San Maurizio

Set in the Langhe UNESCO Heritage 
Site, Relais San Maurizio is a former 
17th century monastery



ARBORINA 
Visit the Michelin-starred, zero-waste osteria 
in La Morra to experience chef Enrico Mar-
mo’s creations, a modern take on Piedmontese 
traditions.
 
AGNULOT 
A small and unassuming restaurant in Verduno, 
the focus is on using exceptional produce to 
make delicious dishes, while the menu changes 
daily.
 
BOVIO
In La Morra, this is a perfect spot for sampling 
the traditional flavors and textures of regional 
cuisine, and there is an extensive wine list offer-
ing over 1000 different wines. Famed for its 
Brasato al Barolo — it’s a must-have when on 
the menu.
 
ENOCLUB
With a strong focus on expressing the local food 
and wine culture, the Alba restaurant’s kitchen 
is led by chef Marco Serra who serves classic 
local cuisine that is seasonal and sustainable. 
 
I CEDRI AT VILLA PATTONO
The restaurant is run by the Ratti winery and 
serves local delicacies and seasonal recipes to 
be enjoyed with the vineyard’s wine collection.
 
LA CANTINA VINERIA CON CUCINA
located in Rivalta, the chef uses local produce 
combined with innovative interpretations to 
make dishes such as the Fassona Piemontese 
Tartare.
 
LA CIAU DEL TORNAVENTO
In Treiso and with stunning views of the hills, the 
cuisine is famous for its use of the white truffle, 
while the wine cellar is legendary.
 
PIAZZA DUOMO
With three Michelin stars, chef Enrico Crippa 
at the Alba restaurant celebrates the Langhe 
region’s gastronomy while using Japanese 
techniques.

PLACES TO EAT

The Langhe and Roero are famed for the celebrated aromatic  
white truffle, and the best time to visit is in the autumn when  
the season is in full swing, and restaurants are weaving truffles  
into their menus

 

Chef Enrico Crippa of the three Michelin 
starred restaurant Piazza Duomo, Alba 

From top: The award winning cuisine at 
La Villa Hotel, and homemade pasta being 
prepared at casa Ratti

From top: Michelin-star restaurant Guido 
da Costigliole at Relais San Maurizio, and 
chef Enrico Crippa and his brigade at 
Piazza Doumo

From top: Commissioned artwork in 
the main pink room at Piazza Doumo, 
truffles at Guido da Costigliole, and Fàula 
Ristorante at Casa di Langa



ALBA 
The main town is a must-visit for its exceptional 
restaurants, great shopping, and the annual 
truffle and wine festivals. At the local market, 
sample the protected Piedmont hazelnut, one 
of the world’s finest varieties, cultivated here 
and used to make delicious sweets.
 
LA MORRA
The picturesque hill-top village offers stunning 
views of the Langhe region. Surrounded by 
vineyards, it is the perfect spot to discover the 
region’s wines and take part in the seasonal 
white truffle hunt.
 
BAROLO
The postcard village is home to the Eno-
teca Regionale del Barolo, run by Barolo’s 
wine-growing community, and is an excellent 
base for sampling the region’s wines. Whilst 
there, be sure to visit the cool and quirky Cork-
screw and WiMu wine museums.
 
CUNEO
A beautiful town with alpine views and fresh 
air, Cuneo has excellent slow-food restaurants, 
and is home to the Cuneesi al Rhum, and the 
large, rum-laced pralines.
 
BRA
Known for starting the slow food movement 
and internationally recognized cheese festival, 
Bra is home to some of the best Baroque style 
architecture in Piedmont.
 
TURIN
Italy’s first capital is a Mecca for food, with the 
Salone del Gusto running the celebrated annual 
Slow Food festival. The Turinese are famous 
for their sweet tooth so be sure to try the local 
bicerin and cioccolato. Meanwhile, visit the Fiat 
Factory rooftop racetrack, where the Lingotto 
racetrack (immortalized in the Mini race scene 
in the 1969 “The Italian Job”) is now Europe’s 
highest rooftop public garden replete with La 
Pista 500 electric car track.

THINGS TO DO, PLACES TO DISCOVER

Wander among the historic castles and meander through  
century-old villages, while the Mangialonga hike takes you  
through the vineyards of La Morra, the region’s highest point,  
for panoramic views over the Langhe, and with plenty of  
food and wine tasting along the way

 

From bottom left: Ratti winery, Church of San 
Donato in Barolo, views of Piedmont from 
Casa di Langa wine resort, and Vietti winery 
at Castiglione Falletto

From bottom left: Scenes from Turin at the Galleria Subalpina area, Caffè Baratti & Milan, 
Mole Antonelliana and Enoteca, and (insert) Il Borgo, Rosewood Castiglion Del Bosco 
wine resort, Montalcino, Tuscany 

“LOOK OUT FOR OUR NEXT ITALIAN WINE TRAIL TO THE VAL D’ORCIA 
IN TUSCANY FEATURING ONLINE EDITORIAL.MAZEROW.COM”

Photography Piazza Duomo ©Letizia Cigliutti. Ratti ©Leigh Banks. 
Helen Cathcart. Barolo and Turin @Leigh Banks, all other images  
©the establishments



One of Italy’s touchstone producers, Jermann makes 
wines of precision and polish in the region of Friuli.



hello@mazerow.com
1-888-222-3380
Facebook Instagram @mazerowwines


